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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we study facility location problems on graphs under the most common
optimization criteria, such as, median, center and centdian, but we incorporate in
the objective function some reliability aspects. Assuming that facilities may become
unavailablewith a certain probability, the problemconsists of locating facilitiesminimizing
the overall or themaximum expected service cost in the long run, or a convex combination
of the two. We show that the k-facility problem on general networks is NP-hard. Then, we
provide efficient algorithms for these problems for the cases of k = 1, 2, both on general
networks and on trees. We also explain how our methodology extends to handle a more
general class of unreliable point facility location problems related to the ordered median
objective function.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the last years, the literature on facility location has grown a lot, one of the reasons being its close relationship with
logistics, distribution systems and communication networks [2,6,15]. This has given rise to the incorporation into location
models of very interesting new issues. Among the many that can be found in the literature, in this paper we focus on
reliability aspects related to the possibility of disruption of a facility. There are different sources of uncertainty that may
cause the disruption of a facility, giving rise to situationswhere some facilities become temporary unavailable to provide the
service to the customers. Some examples are system or connection failures, natural disasters, terrorist attacks, labor strikes,
etc. As a result, network systems incur in extra (transportation or communication) costs, since customers originally served
by the closest facilities must be redirected to more distant ones (see, e.g., [20]). This has motivated an alternative approach
to the ‘‘customer-to-closest facility’’ cost that consists of locating facilities that minimize the total expected service cost in
the long run, assuming that failures are accidental, and their probabilities can be estimated in advance [3].

One of the assumptions made in [3] is that the probability of disruption is a function of the facility design and is not
dependent on the facility location. Of course, this assumption is valid in some cases and in particular when probabilities
of failure are equal, such as, for example, in [37]. On the other hand, it is also possible that the disruption depends on the
location of the facility, i.e., it depends on the reliability of the network where it is located and on the possibility that some
parts of the network may become unavailable due to structural reasons. In a typical location problem of a service point in a
city network, this is possible, for example, when the disruption is related to congestion reasons or labor strikes that usually
affect more the service points located in some particular parts of the network. An additional application of our problem is
related to the context of network reliability. Actually, evaluation of system reliability is one of the fundamental issues in the
design of communication networks, and several indices are presented in the literature for the evaluation of the performance
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Table 1
Summary of the results for unreliable facility location problems on networks. Function λs(n) is the
maximum length of a Davenport–Schinzel sequence of order s on n symbols.

1-Facility 2-Facility
Graphs Trees Graphs Trees

Median O(mn log n) O(n) O(m2n3) O(n3)

Center O(mλ3(n) log n) O(nλ3(n) log n) O(m2n4+ε) O(n5+ε)

Centdian O(mλ3(n) log n) O(nλ3(n) log n) O(m2n4+ε) O(n5+ε)

of a network system (see, e.g., [22] and the references therein). In a communication network a node acts as server/switch
and the failure may derive from a malfunction of the node itself; the same may happen for edges. Basing on the seminal
paper by [1], the failure of a node implies the failure of all links incident to it. Therefore, when considering the problem of
locating switching centers in a network, the probability of disruption of the facility strictly depends on the probability of
failure of the points in the network. This is exactly the probability framework analyzed in this paper. Probabilistic analysis
and estimation of failures in power transmission networks are well studied in the literature (see [8]).

In our problemwe assume that independent failure probabilities are associated to the vertices of a network and that the
failure probabilities of the points in the interior of an edge are induced by the failure probabilities of the end vertices of the
edge. For the ease of presentation and without loss of generality, we will assume that the probability of failure of a point in
an edge (u, v) is the linear interpolation of the (known) probabilities of failure of the vertices u and v. Therefore, the closer
a point in an edge to a vertex, the greater the influence of such a vertex on the failure probability of the point. The reader is
referred to Section 6 for an explanation of how this approach extends to be applied to general types of probability functions.

It is clear that these probabilities are location dependent, implying that some of the results that were valid in [3] do
not longer hold, and thus making our model framework new and challenging. The reader may note that assuming that
probabilities are location dependent has been already considered by some authors in the field of discrete location by
simply considering different probabilities associated to each facility [4,36,38]. Nevertheless, the related location problem
on networks has not been addressed yet in the literature.

The goal of this paper is to analyze reliability issues of location problems under this new failure probability model. To
this purpose, we analyze 1- and 2-facility location problems on networkswith themost commonly used objective functions:
minimizing the overall sum (median criterion), the maximum (center criterion) expected service cost in the long run, and a
convex combination of the sum and maximum (centdian criterion). We adopt tools of different types.

On the one hand, we rely on discretization. Since the seminal paper by Hakimi [10], much of the work related to location
problems on networks has been devoted to identify a finite set of points such that some optimal solutions of the problem
belong to it. This set, called Finite Dominating Set (FDS), is very useful in order to restrict the number of possible candidate
points to be optimal solutions. This sort of discretization strategy has given very good results and it is at the basis of
our approach to solve the problems considered in this paper. An overview of the literature involving characterizations of
FDS shows a lot of papers that succeeded in finding such kind of sets. The reader is referred to [12] and to [25] and the
references therein as literature sources on this subject (see, also [5,14,17,24,31,33]). More recent references dealing with
other multifacility location problems on networks are [13,16]. The former derives a FDS for the k-median problem with
positive and negative weights; the latter reference solves the 2-facility case for different equity measures.

On the other hand, we shall make an extensive use of arrangements of planar and three dimensional curve patches and
of some other tools borrowed from Computational Geometry that will allow us to state the complexity of our algorithms
[23,34,35].

In this paper we develop efficient solution algorithms to tackle 1- and 2-facility problems for all the objective functions
listed above. There are reasons for distinguishing between the 1- and 2-facility cases. In the 1-facility problem one is
assuming that users are willing to try to get the service once before balking, whereas in the 2-facility case, customers will
try twice (more than one) before balking which makes a difference in the analysis. Since it is reasonable to assume that in
real-life situations a customer does not try more than a very limited number of times, we restrict ourselves to consider the
case of two attempts to receive service before giving up. Even if the main interest is for the study of 1- and 2-facility cases,
our analysis extends further to any fixed number k. It is important to point out that there is a substantial difference between
our problems and standard location problems where multifacility issues have a completely different interpretation. In fact,
in the classical k-facility location problems k points are located but each client is served by only one of them. In our problem,
for each client all the k located facilities are different possibilities to be served: following the ordering of the distances, the
client will be served first by its closest (operating) facility, then by its second closest, and so on; if all the facilities fail, a
penalty cost must be paid for redirecting the client to a backup facility.

We consider the case of general networks, as well as, tree networks. On general networks we observe that the k-
facility versions of the problems considered in this paper are NP-Hard since they contain the k-median, k-center and k-
centdian problem, respectively (see, [18,19]). Our final complexity results for k = 1, 2 on general networks and on trees are
summarized in Table 1.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the notation and the definition of the problems analyzed in the
paper. It also contains an interesting counterexample showing that vertex optimality is not ensured in this type of reliability
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problems, thus motivating the study of the continuous version of the problems. Section 3 focuses on median problems. In
particular, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 consider the simplest version of the unreliable location problem, i.e., the 1-Median Unreliable
Point problem, on graphs and on trees, respectively. Here, it is assumed that facilities may fail but users will attempt to get
the service only once and they balk if the facility fails at the first trial. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 extend the above problem to the
situation where users are willing to try to get the service twice before giving up. In Section 3.3, we provide an algorithm to
solve the 2-Median Unreliable Points problem on graphs. Section 3.4 analyzes the same problem on trees developing amore
efficient algorithm that takes advantage of the intrinsic properties of tree networks. Section 4 deals with similar problems
under the hypothesis that one wishes to minimize the worst-case expected cost (center criterion) in the long run, with
respect to the location of one or two facilities. In Section 5, we extend our results to problems with a convex combination of
themedian and center objective functions, namely the 1- and 2-CentDian Unreliable Points problem. For these problemswe
provide solution algorithms based on the results of the previous sections. The paper ends in Section 6 with some concluding
remarks on extensions of the problems addressed in this paper and future research on this topic.

2. Notation and problem definition

We are given an undirected connected simple graph G = (V , E) without self loops, with |V | = n and |E| = m. Assume
that a non negative weight hz is assigned to each vertex z ∈ V , and a positive length ℓuv is associated to each edge e = (u, v).
As customary, we suppose that the clients are located only at the vertices of G so that hz corresponds to the level of demand
at z. Let A(G) denote the continuum set of points in the interior of the edges of G; given two points x and y in A(G) (that may
be vertices or points in the interior of some edges of G) d(x, y) is the length of the shortest path from x to y. Here we assume
that the edge (u, v) can be viewed as a continuous interval of values [u, v] and in our notation x ∈ [u, v] represents the
point located at distance x from vertex u. In this paper we consider the probability that a facility is temporary non operating
due to accidental events that may affect the network structure (Unreliable Facility Location). In fact, differently from the
probabilistic framework analyzed in [3,30] here we assume that the probability of failure is associated to the place or the
structure where the facility is located and not to the facility itself. Denote by pv ∈ [0, 1] the probability of failure of vertex
v ∈ V , and by pex ∈ [0, 1] the probability of failure of a point x along an edge e = (u, v). We assume that pex is dependent
from the probabilities of failure of the end vertices u and v of e, so that for a facility located at a point x in (u, v) we define:

pex = pu


ℓuv − x

ℓuv


+ pv


x

ℓuv


∀ x ∈ [u, v]. (1)

This assumption on the probability function is not restrictive at all, since we can handle or approximate up to any degree of
accuracy any continuous probability function, as briefly discussed in the concluding remarks.

We also introduce a parameter βz ≥ 0 that represents a non negative penalty to be paid when z is not served or is served
by a remote backup facility. Since βz may be interpreted as the cost to serve a client in z from a facility outside the network
when the located facilities fail, ∀ z ∈ V , we impose βz ≥ maxu,v∈V d(u, v), (see, also [3]).

Consider the case of locating k facilities x = (x1, . . . , xk). For a given z ∈ V , let Lzj (x), with j = 1, 2, . . . , k, denote
the point (or vertex) where the j-th closest facility to z is located according to x. The general expression for the expected
weighted cost for client z under the above probabilistic framework is given by:

f z(x) = hz


d(z, Lz1(x))(1 − pLz1(x)) + d(z, Lz2(x))pLz1(x)(1 − pLz2(x))

+ · · · + d(z, Lzk(x))
k−1
j=1

pLzj (x)(1 − pLzk(x))


+ hzβz

k
j=1

pLzj (x). (2)

When referring to the average criterion we have the k-Median Unreliable Points (kMUP) location problemwith the following
objective function

f (x) =


z∈V

f z(x) (3)

while, when considering the worse case criterion, we have the k-Center Unreliable Points (kCUP) location problem with the
following objective function

f (x) = max
z∈V

f z(x). (4)

In the rest of the paper, when we have to compute the objective function f (x) restricted to a given set R, we will denote the
corresponding restricted function by fR(x).

In this paper we study the special cases of k = 1, 2 both for the median and center criterion. We call them 1-Median
Unreliable Point (1MUP), 2-Median Unreliable Points (2MUP) problems and 1-Center Unreliable Point (1CUP) and 2-Center
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Unreliable Points (2CUP) problems, respectively. In addition, we also consider the centdian criterion and formulate and solve
the k-CentDian Unreliable Points (kCDUP) problem (k = 1, 2).

The above unreliable facility location problems have a very different nature w.r.t. those introduced in [3]. For example,
in our probability framework, the vertex optimality property for themedian criterion does not hold anymore, meaning that
there might exist an optimal solution located in the interior of an edge. In particular, even in the simplest case of a tree
network with equal vertex weights, the optimal solution may not satisfy the vertex optimality property. In fact, consider a
tree T , and assume w.l.o.g that βz = 0 and hz = 1, for all z ∈ V . Given an edge e = (u, v), denote by Vu and Vv the sets of
vertices in T such that d(z, u) < d(z, v) and d(z, u) > d(z, v), respectively. For a point x ∈ [u, v], let azex + bze be the linear
function defining the distance of a vertex z ∈ V from the point x depending on the position of x in the interior of (u, v). In
particular, let bze = d(z, u), for all z ∈ V ; for all the vertices z ∈ Vu we have aze = 1, while for the vertices z ∈ Vv we have
aze = −1. With the above assumption, the objective function of 1MUP is:

f (x) =


z∈Vu

(x + bze)(1 − pex) +


z∈Vv

(−x + bze)(1 − pex)

= (|Vu| − |Vv|)(1 − pex)x +


z∈V

d(z, u)(1 − pex)

= (|Vu| − |Vv|)


1 −


pu


ℓuv − x

ℓuv


+ pv


x

ℓuv


x + D


1 −


pu


ℓuv − x

ℓuv


+ pv


x

ℓuv


, (5)

where D =


z∈V d(z, u). After some computations we obtain:

f (x) = (|Vu| − |Vv|)


pu − pv

ℓuv


x2 +


(|Vu| − |Vv|)(1 − pu) + D


pu − pv

ℓuv


x + D(1 − pu). (6)

This is a quadratic function in one variable x which achieves its minimum either at the end vertices of (u, v) or at a
stationary point x̄ in the interior of [u, v] (provided that it exists):

x̄ = −


(|Vu| − |Vv|)(1 − pu) + D


pu−pv

ℓuv



2(|Vu| − |Vv|)


pu−pv

ℓuv

 . (7)

Then, we have:

f (x̄) = −
1
4




(|Vu| − |Vv|)(1 − pu) + D


pu−pv

ℓuv

2

(|Vu| − |Vv|)


pu−pv

ℓuv


+ D(1 − pu), (8)

and, if x̄ lies in the interior of [u, v], we have to compare f (x̄) with

f (u) = D(1 − pu)
f (v) = D(1 − pv) + (|Vu| − |Vv|)ℓuv(1 − pv).

(9)

In particular, in the above case, if |Vu| > |Vv| and pu > pv we have f (x̄) < f (u) and f (x̄) < f (v) so that the minimum is
achieved at a point x in the interior of (u, v). This proves that the vertex optimality property does not necessarily hold even
in the simplest case of an unweighted tree network. Similar considerations apply to the 2MUP case.

We note that, the optimal point location may be in the interior of an edge also when considering the center criterion. In
this case the proof follows straightforwardly from the fact that, setting in kCUP pv = 0, ∀ v ∈ V , implies that kCUP becomes
the classic weighted 1-center problem for which the property does not necessarily hold [18]. Moreover, since the objective
function is quadratic, an optimal point location for this problemmay not even correspond to a point in the FDS of the center
problem.

3. The Median Unreliable Point location problem

In this section we focus on the k-unreliable points location problem adopting the median criterion for k = 1, 2. We
provide efficient algorithms both for general graphs and for tree networks.
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Fig. 1. The distance function of a vertex z ∈ V w.r.t. x.

3.1. The 1-Median Unreliable Point on graphs

Consider a graph G = (V , E) and fix an edge e = (u, v) and a vertex z (client). Let xz be the point in (u, v) such that
d(z, u) + d(u, xz) = d(z, v) + d(v, xz) (possibly xz = u or xz = v). The point xz is the so called breakpoint in (u, v) w.r.t.
vertex z. Notice that the number of breakpoints in each edge is smaller than n. In any case it isO(n). For the sake of simplicity,
we always include u and v as breakpoints in (u, v). For each vertex of G, we denote by {u = x1, x2, . . . , v = xq} the set of
breakpoints in (u, v). Suppose that the facility is located at the point x ∈ [xi, xi+1], i = 1, . . . , q − 1, the distance function
of a vertex z ∈ V w.r.t. x in the i-th interval [xi, xi+1] of (u, v) is (see, Fig. 1):

d(z, x) = azi x + bzi =


x + d(z, u), if xi+1 ≤ xz
−x + [d(z, v) + ℓuv], if xi+1 > xz .

(10)

For each interval i, i = 1, . . . , q − 1, the objective function restricted to x ∈ [xi, xi+1] is:

fi(x) =


z∈V

hz(azi x + bzi )(1 − pex) +


z∈V

hzβzpex. (11)

Since pex is a linear function of x (see, (1)), function fi(x) is a quadratic function in the variable x, and it can be re-written in a
more compact form:

fi(x) = Aix2 + Bix + Ci. (12)

For each interval i, i = 1, . . . , q−1, theminimumof fi(x) is obtained either at the extremes of the interval i or at a stationary
point, provided that it belongs to [xi, xi+1]. In order to find theminimumof the objective function in thewhole interval [u, v],
we consider the intervals delimited by consecutive breakpoints. Thus, when analyzing a point x in the interval [xi+1, xi+2],
we can update the function fi(x) to obtain the new function fi+1(x). In fact, once all the breakpoints xz , for all z ∈ V , have
been computed, it is possible to sort them in a non decreasing order, so that, when moving from one interval to the next,
only one distance function azi x + bzi must be updated, precisely the one related to the client z that generated the current
breakpoint xi = xz (see, Fig. 1). Relying on the definition of azi and bzi , this can be done in constant time.

Hence, 1MUP can be solved on a general graph Gwith the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1MUP.

1. For each edge e = (u, v) of E
1.1 compute and sort all the breakpoints x1, x2, . . . , xq
1.2 for each interval [xi, xi+1], i = 1, . . . , q − 1
1.2.1 compute fi(x)
1.2.2 find the minimum x̄i of fi(x) in [xi, xi+1] and let fi(x̄i) be the corresponding objective function value

1.3 let xe be such that f (xe) = mini:[xi,xi+1]⊂[u,v] fi(x̄i)
2. let x∗ be such that f (x∗) = mine∈E f (xe)

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1MUP solves the 1-Median Unreliable Point location problem on a general graph G = (V , E) in
O(mn log n) time.
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Proof. The major effort of the algorithm consists of computing and sorting the set of O(n) breakpoints of an edge. This
requires O(n log n) time. As discussed above, computing and, in particular, updating fi(x) requires constant time, as well as,
finding the minimum of fi(x) in [xi, xi+1]. Thus, for each edge e = (u, v) the time complexity for finding xe is O(n log n).
Hence, the overall time complexity of the above algorithm is O(mn log n). �

3.2. The 1-Median Unreliable Point on trees

Let us now consider 1MUP on a weighted tree T = (V , E) with |V | = n. Given a vertex r , we root T at r and denote by
Tr the resulting rooted tree. For each edge e = (u, v) we do not need to compute the breakpoints xi, since, in a tree, it is
always possible to partition the vertices of T w.r.t. an edge (u, v) into the two sets Vu and Vv already introduced in Section 2.
Suppose that for (u, v), v is closer to the root r than u and set v = p(u), meaning that v is the parent of u in Tr . Let V (Tu) be
set of vertices in the subtree Tu rooted at u (with u ∈ V (Tu)). Denote by V (Tr \ Tu) the corresponding set of vertices in the
remaining tree. Let S(u) be the set of the children of u in Tr , so that a vertex u is a leaf if and only if |S(u)| = 0. It is well-known
that visiting Tr bottom-up level by level from the leaves to r and top-down from r to the leaves, one can compute, for each
vertex u, the following quantities (see, e.g., [21,27–29]):

1. HB(u), the sum of the weights of all the vertices in V (Tu);
2. HA(u), the sum of the weights of all the vertices in V (Tr \ Tu);
3. DB(u), the sum of the weighted distances of all the vertices in V (Tu) to u;
4. DA(u), the sum of the weighted distances of all the vertices in V (Tr \ Tu) to u.

All these quantities can be computed once in a preprocessing phase in O(n) time. Given an edge (u, v) and a point x ∈ [u, v],
in Section 2 we already introduced the distance from a vertex z to x as a function of x, that, for Tr , can be re-written as (here
V (Tu) and V (Tr \ Tu) correspond to Vu and Vv , respectively):

azex + bze =


x + d(z, u), if z ∈ V (Tu)
−x + d(z, u), if z ∈ V (Tr \ Tu),

(13)

so that the objective function restricted to x ∈ [u, v] is given by the following quadratic function:

fe(x) =


z∈V

hz(azex + bze)(1 − pex) +


z∈V

hzβzpex. (14)

When visiting the tree bottom-up, for each edge e = (u, v)we can compute theminimumof the function fe(x) for x ∈ [u, v].
We observe that, once all the necessary quantities listed above have been computed, the quadratic function fe(x) can be
evaluated and updated in constant time for each edge of Tr . Thus, the same algorithm already used in Section 3.1 for general
graphs can be applied here. The fact that for a tree we do not have to compute and sort the set of breakpoints in each edge
implies a straightforward relevant reduction of the computational complexity which is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 1MUP solves the 1-Median Unreliable Point problem on trees in O(n) time.

3.3. The 2-Median Unreliable Points on graphs

In this section we study 2MUP on a general graph G = (V , E). We consider two possible locations x and y of two facilities
in the interior of edge e = (u, v) and g = (r, s), respectively. For a given vertex z ∈ V , denote by Lz1(x, y) and Lz2(x, y) the
location of the closest and the second closest facility to vertex z, that is:

Lz1(x, y) ∈ argmin{d(z, x), d(z, y)} and Lz2(x, y) ∈ argmax{d(z, x), d(z, y)}. (15)

Ties are broken arbitrarily. For 2MUP, the expected cost for a client z ∈ V w.r.t. x and y is defined as follows:

f z(x, y) = hz

d(z, Lz1(x, y))(1 − pLz1(x,y)) + d(z, Lz2(x, y))pLz1(x,y)(1 − pLz2(x,y))


+ hzβzpLz1(x,y)pLz2(x,y). (16)

The total expected weighted cost is given by:
z∈V

f z(x, y). (17)

In this section we generalize the approach provided in Section 3.1 for 1MUP to the two facilities case. For every pair of
edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s) (possibly u = r and v = s), we have to determine the distance from each vertex z ∈ V to
points x in (u, v) and y in (r, s). In fact, considering the two edges (u, v) and (r, s) as two continuous intervals of points [u, v]

and [r, s], we have to find a subdivision (or arrangement) of the subspace [u, v] × [r, s] ⊂ R2 such that, in each subset of the
subdivision, Lz1(x, y) and Lz2(x, y) are univocally identified for all z ∈ V , and do not change. Recalling that in our notation x
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and y represent also the distances from vertex u and r , respectively, the above arrangement is induced by the following set
of six linear equations:

x + d(z, u) = (ℓuv − x) + d(z, v)

y + d(z, r) = (ℓrs − y) + d(z, s)
x + d(z, u) = y + d(z, r)
x + d(z, u) = (ℓrs − y) + d(z, s)
y + d(z, r) = (ℓuv − x) + d(z, v)

(ℓuv − x) + d(z, v) = (ℓrs − y) + d(z, s).

(18)

Applying Eqs. (18) for all z ∈ V , we obtain an arrangement of [u, v] × [r, s] induced by a collection of O(n) lines [34]. For
the pair of edges e and g , we denote the corresponding arrangement byAeg . An element of the arrangementAeg corresponds
to a cell c delimited by some of the Eqs. (18). The arrangement of O(n) lines can be obtained in O(n2) time with a procedure
provided in [34] that, for each cell c , produces the list of equations that define c along with the coordinates of the vertices
of c.

Also in the particular case when u = r and v = swe can find the arrangement of lines of the subspace [u, v] × [u, v] by
Eqs. (18) and the additional inequalities 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ ℓuv . The analysis for y ≤ x can be skipped since it leads to the same
solution with interchanged names for the two facilities.

Let us now consider the objective function restricted to a cell c ∈ Aeg , we have:

fc(x, y) =


z:Lz1(x,y)=x

hz

(azcx + bzc)(1 − pex) + (azcy + bzc)p

e
x(1 − pgy)


+


z:Lz1(x,y)=y

hz

(azcy + bzc)(1 − pgy) + (azcx + bzc)p

g
y(1 − pex)


+


z∈V

hzβzpexp
g
y , (19)

where pex and pgy are the probabilities of disruption for x ∈ e and y ∈ g . Functions azcx + bzc and azcy + bzc are linear in x and
y, respectively, with azc ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and bzc is computed on the basis of the distances d(z, u), d(z, v), d(z, r) and d(z, s) and
depends on which equations in (18) define cell c . Note that coefficients azc and bzc are related to x and y, respectively, and, to
be precise, one should denote them by azc(x), b

z
c(x), a

z
c(y) and bzc(y). For the ease of notation we do not explicitly introduce x

and y in the notation of the above coefficients, although it should be clear that in the general case they are different for the
two facilities. Thus, fc(x, y) is a function of the two unknown x and y corresponding to the following polynomial (in general
form):

fc(x, y) = α21x2y + α12xy2 + α20x2 + α02y2 + α11xy + α10x + α01y + α00, (20)

where the subscripts of the coefficients refer to the power of x and y in the corresponding monomial, respectively. We
observe that, for a given cell c ∈ Aeg the coefficients αij can be computed in O(n) time. The minimum of fc(x, y) is attained
either at a stationary point, provided that it belongs to cell c , or at the boundary of c , including its vertices. In order to find
the stationary points, we have to solve the following system of two equations in x and y:

∂

∂x
fc(x, y) = 2α21xy + α12y2 + 2α20x + α11y + α10 = 0

∂

∂y
fc(x, y) = 2α12xy + α21x2 + 2α02y + α11x + α01 = 0.

(21)

Solving the first equation w.r.t. xwe obtain:

x̄ = −
α12y2 + α11y + α10

2(α21y + α20)
. (22)

When y ≠ −
α20
α21

, we can substitute x̄ in the second equation and obtain:

α21


−

α12y2 + α11y + α10

2(α21y + α20)

2

+ 2α12


−

α12y2 + α11y + α10

2(α21y + α20)


y

+ 2α02y + α11


−

α12y2 + α11y + α10

2(α21y + α20)


+ α01 = 0 (23)

which is a polynomial of degree 4 in y whose roots can be computed in constant time. Call them ych, h = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then,
we check which of the four stationary points (xch, y

c
h), h = 1, 2, 3, 4, belong to c and compute (if it exists) the minimum of

fc(x, y) in the interior of the cell c ∈ Aeg .
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Notice that if y = −
α20
α21

one has 2(α21y + α20) = 0 implying that the term in x in ∂
∂x fc(x, y) vanishes and one has only to

check whether the roots of α12y2 + α11y+ α10 = 0 are solutions of system (21) or not. This additional check can be done in
constant time, too.

Moreover, we have to find the minimum of fc(x, y) on the boundary of c . To do this, we consider a parametrization of x
and y w.r.t. the direction t along any given segment of the boundary of c. Then, substituting x(t) and y(t) in fc(x, y) in the
bounded interval defined by the segment, we obtain a polynomial in t of degree 3:

fc(x(t), y(t)) = φ3t3 + φ2t2 + φ1t + φ0, (24)

where the coefficients φi are conveniently defined, and for which the minimum can be easily computed. Finally, we have to
evaluate the function fc(x, y) at each vertex of c.

Summarizing all the above steps, we obtain the following algorithm for solving 2MUP.
Algorithm 2MUP.

1. For each pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s) (possibly u = r , and v = s) of E
1.1 determine the arrangement Aeg of the subspace [u, v] × [r, s] ⊂ R2

1.2 for each cell c ∈ Aeg
1.2.1 compute fc(x, y)
1.2.2 find the minimum of fc(x, y) (if it exists) in the interior of c
1.2.3 compute the minimum of fc(x, y) on the boundary of c
1.2.4 evaluate fc(x, y) at each vertex of c
1.2.5 let (xc, yc) be the pair that provides the minimum objective function value w.r.t. cell c

1.3 let (xeg , yeg) be such that f (xeg , yeg) = minc∈Aeg fc(xc, yc)
2. let (x∗, y∗) be such that f (x∗, y∗) = mine,g∈E f (xeg , yeg)

Theorem 3. Algorithm 2MUP solves the 2-Median Unreliable Points problem on graphs in O(m2n3) time.

Proof. Determining the arrangementAeg of [u, v]×[r, s] by using Eqs. (18) requiresO(n2) time. This arrangement produces
O(n2) cells c [34]. For a function fc(x, y), steps 1.2.2–1.2.5 can be implemented in constant time. Different from Algorithm
1MUP, for each cell we have now to compute the function fc(x, y) from scratch each time we move from c to an adjacent
cell. This takes O(n) time for each function fc(x, y), and implies that for each pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s), the point
(xeg , yeg) can be found in O(n3) time. Repeating the procedure for all pairs of edges in E leads to an overall time complexity
of O(m2n3). �

To conclude this section, we observe that when all the edges of G have the same length (for instance, all lengths equal to
1), for a given pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s) the set of Eqs. (18) always generates in [u, v]×[r, s] a constant number
of lines, whichever the value of n, thus producing an arrangement Aeg of [u, v] × [r, s] formed by only a fixed number of
(namely, 8) cells. Thus, since for a given cell c ∈ Aeg , computing function fc(x, y) requires O(n) time, the point (xeg , yeg) can
be also found in O(n) time. This means that, in this special case, the overall time complexity of 2MUP on a graph reduces to
O(nm2).

3.4. The 2-Median Unreliable Points on trees

In this section we solve the 2MUP problem on a weighted tree T = (V , E). We refer to the same notation already
introduced in Section 3.2 for a tree Tr rooted at vertex r . Consider two edges e = (u, p(u)) and g = (v, p(v)), and two
points x ∈ [u, p(u)] and y ∈ [v, p(v)]. It is clear that all the vertices z ∈ V (Tu) have Lz1(x, y) = x and Lz2(x, y) = y, while, for
all the vertices z ∈ V (Tv), Lz1(x, y) = y and Lz2(x, y) = x holds. For all the other vertices z ∈ V (Tr) \ [V (Tu) ∪ V (Tv)], Lz1(x, y)
and Lz2(x, y) depend on the distance of z from x and y which are decreasing linear functions of x and y, respectively. These
functions are characterized by different intercepts bze = d(z, u) = d(z, p(u)) + ℓup(u) and bzg = d(z, v) = d(z, p(v)) + ℓvp(v)

with slope aze = azg = −1. For z ∈ V (Tr)\[V (Tu)∪V (Tv)] the distance to p(u) and p(v) depends on the position of the closest
vertex to z lying in the path from p(u) to p(v). Denote this vertex by ρ(z) (when z lies in the above path we have ρ(z) = z).
In a tree, the advantage is that, as a function of z ∈ P(p(u), p(v)), bze is monotone increasing and bzg is monotone decreasing
when z moves from p(u) towards p(v) (see Fig. 2). The same holds for z ∈ V (Tr) \ [V (Tu) ∪ V (Tv)] if bze and bzg are seen as
functions of ρ(z) moving from p(u) to p(v). On this basis, in [u, p(u)] × [v, p(v)] we are able to find an arrangement Aeg in
O(n) cells such that in each c ∈ Aeg it is univocally determined for which, among the vertices z ∈ V (Tr) \ [V (Tu)∪ V (Tv)], x
is the closest facility and y the second closest, and for which the opposite holds. More precisely, the arrangement Aeg is
now induced only by the last equation in (18) for each z ∈ V (Tr) \ [V (Tu) ∪ V (Tv)]. For a given z, such an equation can be
re-written as:

y = x + (bzg − bze). (25)
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Fig. 2. The arrangement Aeg for e = (u, p(u)) and g = (v, p(v)).

In particular, for the vertices z along the path P(p(u), p(v)), the intercept (bzg −bze) has amonotonic behavior and it decreases
when z becomes closer to p(v) while it increases when z becomes closer to p(u). This means that, in order to detect all
the possible situations in which Lz1(x, y) and Lz2(x, y) remain univocally identified for all z ∈ V (Tr) \ [V (Tu) ∪ V (Tv)], it
suffices to consider only the vertices z along the path P(p(u), p(v)). Therefore, we can consider only the set of O(n) parallel
lines corresponding to the Eqs. (25) related to such vertices. Since (bzg − bze) are decreasing for z from p(u) to p(v), in the
resulting arrangementAeg wehaveO(n) adjacent cells each one induced by two equations of type (25) corresponding to two

consecutive vertices z1c and z2c in the path P(p(u), p(v)) with d(z1c , p(v)) > d(z2c , p(v)) and Lz
1
c
1 (x, y) = x and Lz

2
c
1 (x, y) = y

(see, Fig. 2). This guarantees that we can scan, sequentially and without repetitions, the adjacent cells of the arrangement
Aeg by following the order given by the sequence of edges in the path P(p(u), p(v)) from p(u) to p(v).

The above properties can be exploited to provide an efficient algorithm for 2MUP on a tree. As before, for two fixed
edges e = (u, p(u)) and g = (v, p(v)), we restrict to minimize the objective function in each cell c ∈ Aeg independently.
The restricted objective function fc(x, y) can be computed in constant time relying to the quantities already introduced in
Section 3.2. For the sake of presentation, we assume that in Tr edge (v, p(v)) is not in the path from p(u) to r (see, Appendix
for the other case). Recalling that a cell c refers to a specific edge in P(p(u), p(v)), in the following formula we also assume
that cell c corresponds to the edge (zc, p(zc)) lying in the path from p(u) to r , and for which Lzc1 (x, y) = x and Lp(zc )1 (x, y) = y
(the case inwhich zc is in the path from p(v) to r is similar). The objective function restricted to a cell c can be then computed
as follows:

fc(x, y) =

[DB(u) + HB(u)x] +


DA(p(u)) − [DA(zc) + HA(zc)d(zc, p(u))]


+ [HA(p(u)) − HA(zc)](ℓup(u) − x) +


DB(p(u)) − [DB(u) + HB(u)ℓup(u)]


+ [HB(p(u)) − HB(u)](ℓup(u) − x)


(1 − pex)

+

DB(zc) + HB(zc)[d(zc, p(v)) + (ℓvp(v) − y)]


pex(1 − pgy)

+

[DB(v) + HB(v)y] + [DA(p(v)) − [DB(zc) + HB(zc)d(zc, p(v))]]

+ [HA(p(v)) − HB(zc)](ℓvp(v) − y) +

DB(p(v)) − [DB(v) + HB(v)ℓvp(v)]


+ [HB(p(v)) − HB(v)](ℓvp(v) − y)


(1 − pgy)

+

DA(zc) + HA(zc)[d(zc, p(u)) + (ℓup(u) − x)]


pgy(1 − pex) +


z∈V

hzβzpexp
g
y . (26)

The above function (26) is a polynomial which, as before, can be written in a general form by using suitable coefficients
αij. As in Section 3.3, fc(x, y) can be minimized in constant time in order to find the optimal pair of points (xc, yc) located
in c ∈ Aeg . We point out that when x and y belong to the same edge e = (u, p(u)), we can still rely on the same available
quantities to compute in constant time the objective function restricted to edge e, say fe(x, y). In this case, taking into account
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the additional constraints 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ ℓup(u), Lz1(x, y) and Lz2(x, y) are well defined for all z ∈ V , and they do not change for
x and y varying in e, so that fe(x, y) can be computed as follows:

fe(x, y) =

[DB(u) + HB(u)x](1 − pex) + [DB(u) + HB(u)y]pex(1 − pey)


+

[DA(p(u)) + HA(p(u))(ℓup(u) − y)] +


DB(p(u)) − [DB(u) + HB(u)ℓup(u)]


+ [HB(p(u)) − HB(u)](ℓup(u) − y)


(1 − pey)

+

[DA(p(u)) + HA(p(u))(ℓup(u) − x)] +


DB(p(u)) − [DB(u) + HB(u)ℓup(u)]


+ [HB(p(u)) − HB(u)](ℓup(u) − x)


pey(1 − pex) +


z∈V

hzβzpexp
e
y. (27)

The minimum of fe(x, y) subject to 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ ℓup(u) can be also found in constant time.

Theorem 4. Algorithm 2MUP solves the 2-Median Unreliable Points problem on trees in O(n3) time.

Proof. For a given pair of edges e = (u, p(u)) and g = (v, p(v)) in Tr , function fc(x, y) can be computed in constant time
for each cell c ∈ Aeg . Computing the minimum of this function can be done in constant time, too. Since in Aeg we have
O(n) cells, finding the optimal pair of points in [u, p(u)] × [v, p(v)] requires O(n) time. Considering all the possible pairs of
edges e and g with e ≠ g we get an overall time complexity for solving 2MUP on trees equal to O(n3) time. Notice that the
evaluation of the case when x and y belong to the same edge requires O(n) time in total, and thus it does not increase the
time complexity. �

As in Section 3.3, we analyze here the reduction in the time complexity for solving 2MUP on a tree in the special case
when all edges have the same length. In this case, for a given pair of edges e = (u, p(u)) and g = (v, p(v)) the arrangement
Aeg of [u, p(u)] × [v, p(v)] is induced by the set of Eqs. (25) and it always produces only two cells, whichever the value of
n (namely, the two halves of [u, p(u)] × [v, p(v)] generated by the bisector y = x). Since for trees, function fc(x, y) can be
computed in constant time, the optimal location of the two points x in e and y in g , with e ≠ g , can be also found in constant
time, implying an overall time complexity of O(n2).

4. The Minmax Unreliable Point location problems

In this section we focus on the k-unreliable points location problem based on the worst case approach and for k = 1, 2.
We provide efficient algorithms both for general graphs and for tree networks.

4.1. The 1-Center Unreliable Point on graphs

The median criterion is adopted when one wants to minimize the average (expected) cost of the clients living in a given
region to be served by a facility. However, it is well-known that, when locating, for instance, an emergency service point,
much attention must be paid to those people living far from the facility in order to minimize the cost/time of these clients
for reaching the point in case of emergency. This second criterion is usually modeled by considering theminimization of the
maximum cost to serve a client (or a set of clients) from the located service point. In this paperwe considerminimax location
problems in the unreliable framework, that is, considering the possibility that a facility may fail. Referring to our probability
model, given a weighted graph G = (V , E), the 1-Center Unreliable Point (1CUP) problem can be stated as follows:

min
x∈A(G)

max
z∈V

{hzd(z, x)(1 − px) + hzβzpx}. (28)

where x is a point located in a generic position in G. Let us consider an edge e = (u, v) and a possible location of a facility
in a point x ∈ [u, v] with the usual assumption that x also corresponds to the distance from vertex u. Given a vertex z, the
expected cost of z w.r.t. x is:

f z(x) = hzd(z, x)(1 − pex) + hzβzpex = hz(azex + bze)(1 − pex) + hzβzpex (29)

and therefore, 1CUP restricted to edge e = (u, v) can be stated as follows

min
x∈[u,v]

fe(x) = max
z∈V

f z(x). (30)

Let us observe that, similarly to the median case, for the linear function azex + bze we have:

azex + bze =


x + d(z, u) if x ≤ xz
−x + [d(z, v) + ℓuv] x > xz,

(31)

where xz is the breakpoint generated by vertex z in (u, v).
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We note that for every edge (u, v), the distances d(z, u) and d(z, v), for all z ∈ V , are known once all the distances
between every pair of vertices of G have been computed. In a general graph, this can be done in advance in O(n3) time
by using the Floyd–Warshall algorithm. However, as we will see, this does not affect the overall time complexity of the
algorithm for solving 1CUP. For each vertex z its expected cost function is represented by two arcs of quadratic functions in
the two intervals [u, xz] and [xz, v] of the form:

f z(x) = hzaze


pu − pv

ℓuv


x2 + hz


aze(1 − pu) +


pu − pv

ℓuv


(bze + βz)


x + hz


bze(1 − pu) + hzβzpu


, (32)

with aze and bze defined as in (31). Different from the median case, for solving 1CUP restricted to edge (u, v) we have now
to minimize in [u, v] the upper envelope of the set of quadratic functions (32) generated by each vertex z ∈ V . The upper
envelope then provides a set of breakpoints {x1, . . . , xq} that partition [u, v] into q − 1 intervals [xi, xi+1]. Within each
interval [xi, xi+1] the maximum among the f z(x), z ∈ V , is univocally determined and denoted by fi(x), so that in [xi, xi+1]

we have to find the minimum of fi(x) w.r.t. x.
Before presenting the algorithm, we introduce a general definition that will be also used in the rest of the paper. Given

a collection of n (d − 1)-dimensional polynomial surfaces (or polynomial surfaces patches) fi(x1, . . . , xd), i = 1, . . . , n, in
a d-dimensional space, the upper envelope M is the pointwise maximum of these surfaces. The orthogonal projection of M
onto the hyperplane H : xd = 0 decomposes H into connected relatively open semialgebraic sets (see [34]).

Definition 1 (See, [34]). The combinatorial complexity of the upper (lower) envelope of a set of O(n) (d − 1)-dimensional
polynomial surfaces (or polynomial surfaces patches) is the number of open semialgebraic sets of any dimensions k < d.

For the 1CUP, to compute the upper envelope of the set of quadratic functions, we refer to a result given in [35], that we
report below for the sake of completeness:

Theorem 5 (See, [35, Theorem 6.5]). Given a set of n x1-monotone Jordan arcs with at most s intersections between any pair of
arcs, its upper envelope has an O(λs+2(n)) combinatorial complexity, and it can be computed in O(λs+1(n) log n) time.

Function λs(n) is the maximum length of a Davenport–Schinzel sequence of order s on n symbols (see, Chapter 3 in [35] for
the exact definitions and properties of the functions λs(n)). The exact formulas for the function λs(n) are reported below:

• for even values of s ≥ 4 we have: λs(n) = n · 2
1
t! α(n)t (1+o(1)), with t =

s−2
2 ;

• for odd values of s ≥ 5 we have: λs(n) = n · 2
1
t! α(n)t log(α(n))(1+o(1)), with t =

s−3
2 ;

where α(n) is the inverse of the Ackermann function which grows very slowly. Observe that α(n) is essentially a constant,
since α(n) ≤ 4 for all ‘‘practical’’ values of n (see Pach and Sharir [26]). We note that λ1(n) = O(n), λ2(n) = O(n), λ3(n) =

θ(nα(n)), and λ4(n) = θ(n2α(n)). The problem of estimating λs(n) for s > 4 is more complicated. For any constant s, it is
well-known the bound λs(n) = O(n log∗ n). Recall that log∗ n is the minimum number q of times such that q consecutive

applications of the log operator will map n to a value smaller than 1, i.e.,

(q)  
log . . . log n ≤ 1. Actually, log∗ n is the smallest

height of an exponential ‘‘tower’’ of 2’s that produces a number greater than or equal to n, that is, 222
...

≥ n (nothing
changes if 2 is replaced by another base b > 1). Observe that, log∗ n is much smaller than log n and it can be considered
almost constant for ‘‘practical’’ values of n (see, e.g., Sharir and Agarwal [35], Pach and Sharir [26]).

Since in 1CUP restricted to edge (u, v), for each vertex z ∈ V , we consider two arcs of quadratic functions in one variable
(parabolas), we have a set of 2n x-monotone Jordan arcs with at most s = 2 intersections; therefore, in our case s is at most
2. It follows that the number q of breakpoints generated in an edge is O(λ4(n)), thus guaranteeing that the combinatorial
complexity of the upper envelope of our set of O(n) surfaces patches is always linear in n. Basing on the discussion provided
in this section, in the following we describe the algorithm for solving 1CUP on general graphs.
Algorithm 1CUP.

1. For each edge e = (u, v) of E
1.1 compute the quadratic function f z(x) for each vertex z ∈ V
1.2 compute the upper envelope of the quadratic functions f z(x), z ∈ V
1.3 identify the intervals [xi, xi+1], i = 1, . . . , q − 1
1.4 for each interval [xi, xi+1], i = 1, . . . , q − 1
1.4.1 let fi(x) be the arc of the quadratic function corresponding to the upper envelope in [xi, xi+1]

1.4.2 let x̄i be the point that provides the minimum of fi(x) in [xi, xi+1].
1.5 let xe be such that f (xe) = mini:[xi,xi+1]⊂[u,v] fi(x̄i)

2. let x∗ be such that f (x∗) = mine∈E f (xe)

Theorem 6. Algorithm 1CUP solves the 1-Center Unreliable Point problem on general graphs in O(mλ3(n) log n) time.
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Proof. Given an edge (u, v), computing the quadratic functions f z(x), ∀ z ∈ V , requires O(n) time, provided that we have
already computed the distances between all pairs of vertices in G. Computing the upper envelope of the quadratic functions
f z(x), z ∈ V , can be done in O(λ3(n) log n) time. Notice that the procedure for finding the upper envelope provides us not
only the interval [xi, xi+1], i = 1, . . . , q− 1, but also the arc of quadratic function fi(x) corresponding to the upper envelope
of the f z(x) in [xi, xi+1]. Minimizing fi(x) on [xi, xi+1] requires constant time, so that the point xe can be found in O(λ4(n))
time. Hence, repeating the above steps for all the edges leads to an overall complexity of O(mλ3(n) log n) time. �

In case of tree networks, the same approach as the one presented above can be adopted, but without too much
improvement in the time complexity w.r.t. the previous case. In fact, following this approach, we can efficiently exploit the
tree structure only in the computation of the distances between every pair of vertices in the tree which requires O(n2) time
instead of O(n3). Hence, for tree networks, the overall time complexity of the above algorithm amounts to O(nλ3(n) log n).

4.2. The 2-Center Unreliable Points on graphs

In this section we study 2CUP, first on a general graph and then on a tree. Given a weighted graph G = (V , E), and
considering the expected costs f z(x, y), z ∈ V , introduced in Section 3.3, the 2-Center Unreliable Points problem can be
formulated as follows:

min
x,y∈A(G)

f (x, y) := max
z∈V

f z(x, y). (33)

We solve problem (33) by repeatedly minimizing f (x, y) restricted to every pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s). The
procedure for finding the minimum of f (x, y) in the subspace [u, v] × [r, s] starts by determining the arrangement Aeg of
[u, v] × [r, s] induced by linear equations (18). The difficult issue in 2CUP is that we have to find the upper envelope of
functions f z(x, y), z ∈ V , in each cell c ∈ Aeg . Actually, function f z(x, y) restricted to c ∈ Aeg is defined as follows:

f zc (x, y) =


hz

d(z, x)(1 − pex) + d(z, y)pex(1 − pgy) + βzpexp

g
y


if d(z, x) ≤ d(z, y)

hz

d(z, y)(1 − pgy) + d(z, x)pgy(1 − pex) + βzpexp

g
y


otherwise.

(34)

We recall that in each cell c ∈ Aeg we are able to determine which of the two points x and y is the closest to vertex z, so
that function f zc (x, y) is well identified. The above function has a compact expression of the following type:

f zc (x, y) =


αz
20x

2
+ αz

12xy
2
+ αz

11xy + αz
10x + αz

01y + αz
00 if d(z, x) ≤ d(z, y)

αz
02y

2
+ αz

21x
2y + αz

11xy + αz
10x + αz

01y + αz
00 otherwise.

(35)

Thus, in each cell c we have O(n) (x, y)-monotone third degree polynomial surface patches. A surface patch is (x1, x2)-
monotone in R3 if every line parallel to the x3-axis intersects the surface patch in at most one point (see, [34] for more
details). In a given cell c ∈ Aeg we have to compute the upper envelope of these O(n) functions. The so calledmaximization
diagram of c, Dc , is then obtained by projecting the upper envelope of the surface patches onto the cell c. According to [34],
the maximization diagram can be computed under some specific assumptions on the surface patches which hold also for
our set of functions f zc (x, y), z ∈ V .

The combinatorial complexity ofDc amounts to O(n2+ϵ), for any ϵ > 0 (see, [11,23,34]). Moreover, computing the upper
envelope of O(n) surface patches in three dimensions requires O(n2+ϵ) time [34].

Consider the maximization diagram Dc , and let γ be amaximal connected portion of Dc of dimension two (i.e., a surface
area ofDc). We denote by f zc,γ (x, y) the function corresponding to the upper envelope restricted to γ . We observe that these
functions are univocally determined by the procedure for obtaining the maximization diagram itself.

Then, we can solve the problem restricted to γ ∈ Dc for each γ separately. For a given γ ∈ Dc , this (restricted) problem
can be solved in constant time by first finding the stationary points of f zc,γ (x, y) and checking whether they belong to γ . The
next problem consists of minimizing f zc,γ (x, y) w.r.t. a set γ of dimension one. The upper envelope procedure presented
in [23,34] provides also the surfaces that produced such sets γ . Thus, the problem consists of minimizing one of such
surfaces, say f zc,γ (x, y), subject to the polynomial functions that define γ . In fact, we have to minimize f zc,γ (x, y) subject
to a polynomial function of fixed (and constant) degree δ. This can be done by resorting to solve the system generated by the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions. Note that in our technique we only refer to algebraic (arithmetic and comparison)
operations over the field extension F of the rationals generated by the coefficients of the nonlinear equations derived from
the KKT conditions. Since, even in the simplest cases, it is possible that the numerical solution to that system does not lie in
F , we describe the solution indirectly. By a polynomial predicate we refer here to a predicate whose atomic formulae are
polynomial equalities or inequalities of constant size. That is, they depend on the number of equations (three in our case)
and the degree of the equations which are bounded above by δ. Thus, the output of the algorithm is a polynomial predicate,
each of its solutions is a candidate solution for our problem. Such a solution can be computed to any required approximation,
in time polynomial in the maximum degree of the involved polynomials and the bit-size of their coefficients, therefore in
constant time since in our framework those parameters are constant [32]. Hence, the minimization of f zc,γ (x, y) can be done
in constant time for each γ ∈ Dc .

We can now describe the algorithm for solving 2CUP.
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Algorithm 2CUP.

1. For each pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s) of E
1.1 compute the arrangement Aeg of [u, v] × [r, s]
1.2 for each cell c ∈ Aeg
1.2.1 compute the maximization diagram Dc and the functions f zc,γ (x, y), for all γ ∈ Dc and z ∈ V
1.2.2 for each set γ ∈ Dc
1.2.2.1 compute the minimum (xγ , yγ ) of the function f zc,γ (x, y)
1.2.3 let (xc, yc) be such that f zc (xc, yc) = minγ∈Dc f

z
c,γ (xγ , yγ )

1.3 let (xeg , yeg) be such that f (xeg , yeg) = minc∈Aeg f
z
c (xc, yc)

2. let (x∗, y∗) be such that f (x∗, y∗) = mine,g∈E f (xeg , yeg)

Theorem 7. Algorithm 2CUP solves the 2-Center Unreliable Points problem on general graphs in O(m2n4+ϵ) time.

Proof. For a given pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s) computing the arrangement Aeg of [u, v] × [r, s] takes O(n2)
time. In each cell c ∈ Aeg the functions f zc (x, y) can be computed in O(n) time for all z ∈ V . The maximization diagram Dc

requires O(n2+ϵ) time and, for each γ ∈ Dc , it produces the function f zc,γ (x, y). As discussed before, the minimization of the
function f zc,γ (x, y) takes constant time in each subset γ , so that the point (xc, yc) can be found in O(n2+ϵ) time which is also
the combinatorial complexity of the maximization diagram. Since the number of cells c ∈ Aeg is O(n2), the pair (xeg , yeg)
can be found in O(n4+ϵ) time. Hence, repeating all these steps for all pairs of edges in E provides an overall time complexity
of O(m2n4+ϵ). �

We observe that we can use Algorithm 2CUP also for solving 2CUP on trees. In this case, for a pair of edges e and g in a
rooted tree Tr , the arrangementAeg produces onlyO(n) cells c (see, Section 3.4). Hence, for 2CUP on trees we have an overall
time complexity of O(n5+ϵ).

Additionally, by similar arguments as those at the end of Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we can improve the time complexity of
our approach to O(m2n2+ϵ) time when the edges of a general graph G are of equal length, and to O(n4+ϵ) time for trees with
equal edge lengths.

We conclude this section by considering the probability model introduced in [3] and related to the possibility of facility
design failure. Recall that, in this case each facility is characterized by its own probability of failure which is independent of
its location. Our aim is to show that our technique, based on computing arrangement of sets, can be exploited also in this
probability framework for solving the k-Center Unreliable Points location problem, for a fixed k ≥ 2. Let x = (x1, . . . , xk)
be the location of the facilities, and z ∈ V be a generic vertex for which we denote by z(1), . . . , z(k) the facilities sorted by
their distance w.r.t. z. Then, under the model in [3], the probability of failure when z visits its i-th closest facility is given by
pz(i), i = 1, . . . , k. We consider a set of k distinct edges e1, . . . , ek of the graph G, and compute the arrangement Ak of the
subspace of dimension k generated by this set of edges. In this arrangement each cell c provides a fixed distance ordering of
each vertex z w.r.t. the set x. It can be found by solving a system of O(nk2) linear equations analogous to (18) and provides a
subdivision of the subspace induced by the edges (e1, . . . , ek) in O(nkk2k) cells (see, [7]). Let x = (x1, . . . , xk) be the location
of the facilities along the edges e1, . . . , ek. After having computed the arrangement Ak, in any cell c ∈ Ak the distance
function of each vertex z ∈ V can be easily computed. Let xz(1), . . . , xz(k) denote the location of the facilities ordered w.r.t. z
in c. The cost function of z restricted to c is given by:

f zc (x) = hz


d(z, xz(1))(1 − pz(1)) + · · · + d(z, xz(k))

k−1
i=1

pz(i)(1 − pz(k))


+ hzβz

k
i=1

pz(i).

Since in the probability framework of [3], the probabilities are not functions of x, once the relative order of distances to z is
fixed, the above (linear) function can be re-written as follows:

f zc (x) = azcx + bzc .

Thus, in a given cell c ∈ Ak we have to compute the maximization diagram Dc of a set of n hyperplanes. This can be
done in Θ(n⌊

k
2 ⌋) time (see, [23]), thus obtaining a decomposition of c in Θ(n⌊

k
2 ⌋) sets γ . We have now to find the minimum

of a linear function f zc,γ (x) on a polytope γ in Rk−1 (with k fixed). The ellipsoid method [9] guarantees that one can find a
solution in time polynomial in n, say poly(n). Hence, by applying the same algorithm designed for 2CUP, one can solve also
the k-Center Unreliable Points location problem with probabilities depending on the facility design with a computational
complexity equal to O(mknkk2kn⌊

k
2 ⌋poly(n)) time.

5. The CentDian Unreliable Points on graphs

In this section, we consider unreliable points location on graphs minimizing a convex combination of the center and the
median objective functions. We analyze only the (more difficult) 2-CentDian Unreliable Points problem on a general graph
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(2CDUP) since it is clear that the 1CDUP problem can be solved both on general graphs and on tree networks by adopting the
same techniques used for the 1MUP and 1CUP problems (see, Table 1 for the overall time complexity of 1CDUP on graphs
and trees). For a given α ∈ [0, 1], we introduce the centdian objective function:

min
x,y∈A(G)

α

z∈V

hz

d(z, Lz1(x, y))(1 − pLz1(x,y)) + d(z, Lz2(x, y))pLz1(x,y)(1 − pLz2(x,y)) + βzpLz1(x,y)pLz2(x,y)


+ (1 − α)max

z∈V


hz

d(z, Lz1(x, y))(1 − pLz1(x,y)) + d(z, Lz2(x, y))pLz1(x,y)(1 − pLz2(x,y)) + βzpLz1(x,y)pLz2(x,y)


. (36)

We can apply the same methodology presented in the previous sections and based on the solution of the problem
restricted to a pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s). It is easy to prove that the overall time complexity is determined by the
minimization of the function referring to the center criterion, which is themost expensive operation. In fact, let [u, v]×[r, s]
be the subspace induced by edges e and g , and let Aeg be the corresponding arrangement into O(n2) cells. Denote by fc(x, y)
the median function restricted to a cell c ∈ Aeg (see, Eq. (19)). Consider now the center function in the objective (36), in
order to minimize this function in a cell c ∈ Aeg , we have to further decompose c to obtain themaximization diagram Dc as
in Section 4.2. Adopting the same notation, for 2CDUP the minimization problem restricted to γ ∈ Dc is now the following:

min

αfc(x, y) + (1 − α)f zc,γ (x, y)


, (37)

where f zc,γ (x, y) is the function corresponding to the upper envelope restricted to γ . We notice that in each cell c ∈ Aeg

the function fc(x, y) can be computed once, and remains the same for each γ ∈ Dc . This implies that, when analyzing
a cell c , the major effort is for the computation of the maximization diagram Dc , since, the minimization of the function
fc(x, y) + (1 − α)f zc,γ (x, y) over a set γ ∈ Dc can be done in constant time. As before, this computation requires O(n2+ϵ)
time for each cell c ∈ Aeg . The algorithm for solving 2CDUP is illustrated in the following.
Algorithm 2CDUP.

1. For each pair of edges e = (u, v) and g = (r, s) of E
1.1 compute the arrangement Aeg
1.2 for each cell c ∈ Aeg
1.2.2 compute fc(x, y), the maximization diagram Dc , and the functions f zc,γ (x, y), for all γ ∈ Dc , and for all z ∈ V
1.2.3 for each subset γ ∈ Dc
1.2.2.1 compute the minimum (xγ , yγ ) of the function fc(x, y) + (1 − α)f zc,γ (x, y)
1.2.3 let (xc, yc) be such that fc(xc, yc) + (1 − α)f zc,γ (xc, yc) := minγ∈Dc fc(xγ , yγ ) + (1 − α)f zc,γ (xγ , yγ )

1.3 let (xeg , yeg) be such that f (xeg , yeg) := minc∈Aeg fc(xc, yc) + (1 − α)f zc,γ (xc, yc)
2. let (x∗, y∗) be such that f (x∗, y∗) := mine,g∈E f (xeg , yeg)

Theorem 8. Algorithm 2CDUP solves the 2-Center Unreliable Points problem on general graphs in O(m2n4+ϵ) time.

The proof follows from the complexity results discussed in Theorems 3 and 7.
In the special case of 2CDUP on trees the overall time complexity is O(n5+ϵ). Furthermore, these complexities reduce to

O(m2n2+ϵ) and O(n4+ϵ) for graphs and trees with equal edge lengths, respectively.

6. Concluding remarks

We would like to remark that the assumption made on the shape of the function modeling the probability of failure
on the edges of the network is not restrictive at all because this probability framework allows representing – or, at least,
approximating up to any degree of accuracy – any probability function on the edges of the graph. Indeed, let us assume that
we restrict ourselves to an edge e ∈ E. If the function is defined in e by a piecewise linear function, then one has only to
consider the breakpoints of this function as new pseudonodes on V , giving rise to a new augmented graph G′

= (V ′, E ′) to
which the framework of this paper applies directly. On the other hand, if the probability function is not piecewise linear, we
can approximate it by a new piecewise linear function with as many breakpoints as needed to ensure the required accuracy.
After such an approximation, we are in the previous case and the same approach is valid.

Another natural extension of the results of this paper is to apply the reliability approach, under our probabilistic paradigm,
to the more general class of ordered median functions [14,17,24,25]. The reader may realize that all the results in this paper
extend to that class of objective functions, provided that sufficiently refined arrangements are considered. Actually, one
should guarantee that within each cell of the arrangement the relative order of the distances of any point in the cell w.r.t.
the vertices of the network does not change. This is always possible, for instance for the single facility case, refining the
arrangement Ae by adding the set of linear functions d(z, x) = d(z ′, x) for any pair z and z ′, with z ≠ z ′

∈ V . The 2-facility
case is handled similarly.

To conclude,we also point out thatmost of our algorithms canbe extended to the case of k > 2 facilitieswith a polynomial
time complexity provided that k is fixed. In this case, we have to construct arrangements on the k-dimensional space but our
tools are still applicable and the results can be extended under the Real Arithmetic Mode (RAM) of computation (see, [32])
by using techniques similar to the ones applied in Section 4.2.
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Appendix

Referring to Section 3.4, for a rooted tree Tr , we present the expression of the function fc(x, y) when, given two edges
e = (u, p(u)) and g = (v, p(v)), the vertex v is in the path from p(u) to the root r , with r ≠ p(v). The objective function
restricted to cell c ∈ Aeg is given by:

fc(x, y) =

[DB(u) + HB(u)x] +


DA(p(u)) − [DA(zc) + HA(zc)d(zc, p(u))]


+ [HA(p(u)) − HA(zc)]


ℓup(u) − x


+

DB(p(u)) − [DB(u) + HB(u)ℓup(u)]


+ [HB(p(u)) − HB(u)](ℓup(u) − x)


(1 − pex)

+

DB(zc) + HB(zc)


d(zc, v) + y


pex(1 − pgy)

+

[DA(p(v)) + HA(p(v))(ℓvp(v) − y)] +


DB(p(v)) − [DB(v) + HB(v)ℓvp(v)]


+ [HB(p(v)) − HB(v)](ℓvp(v) − y) +


DB(v) − [DB(zc) + HB(zc)d(zc, v)]


+ [HB(v) − HB(zc)]y


(1 − pgy)

+

DA(zc) + HA(zc)


d(zc, p(u)) + ℓup(u) − x


pgy(1 − pex) +


z∈V

hzβzpexp
g
y . (38)
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